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Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)(3) animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through

rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

Helping Your Dog Have Safe and Happy Holidays
MAXINE FOX

Although I tackled this topic four years ago,  
   it bears repeating, and I have added a  
     few noteworthy tidbits that should help 

you and your dog stay safe and happy during 
the holidays. Most dogs (ok, all dogs) do not 
know how to read a calendar, but as we prepare 
to celebrate Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas, 
Kwanzaa, and other holidays, they absolutely 
do recognize a change in routines, sights, and 
sounds. In fact, visitors, aka “STRANGE” people, 
can be very exciting or very scary to dogs. That 
said, your dog’s reaction depends on the rou-
tines you follow whenever new people enter your 
house, along with your dog’s past experiences 
and level of early socialization.

Here are some tips to help you and your dog to 
avoid holiday stress. First of all, try to maintain 
your dog’s routine with regard to feeding and 
exercise. If your dog tends to get overly excited 
when seeing new people, make sure that he/she 
gets ample exercise before your guests arrive. Some refresher training 
on the “sit for greeting” command can be practiced a few weeks prior 
to the holidays. If you think your dog may need some professional 
assistance, enlist a certified trainer to help you teach your dog polite 
greetings and to “sit” when excited. If your dog is trained but needs a 
refresher that you feel comfortable doing yourself, then keep your dog 
on a loose lead, and ask for a “sit” at heel position. Now practice keep-
ing him/her there while someone comes up to greet only you (no dog 
interaction). If you can accomplish this without much effort, then your 
dog is ready to progress to the next step. However, now the person 
greeting you actually pets the dog (just a few gentle strokes under the 
chin or chest), while you keep him/her in the sitting position. This 
is difficult for many dogs and can take weeks to months of consistent 
practice. Be sure to give plenty of praise when your dog remains sitting!

If your dog is wary of strangers, isn’t accustomed to seeing children, or 
gets nervous or overexcited in crowds, then by all means, put him/her 
in a crate, behind a gate, or in another safe place until the guests have 
been in the house for about a half hour. This gives your dog a chance 
to become acclimated to the situation at a safe distance. Confining 
your dog should NEVER be used as a punishment and it should be 
coupled with treat-dispensing toys that teach your dog that this type 
of restricted access is positive. This approach is far less stressful for the 

dog and enables him/her to be comfortable in 
social situations. Ask all visitors to ignore the 
dog when you do let him/her out to social-
ize. When (and if) your dog feels comfortable 
enough to greet visitors, allow him/her to do so 
on their own terms. For some dogs, staying in 
their safe place for the duration of the visit may 
be warranted. As you are your dog’s advocate, 
always keep his/her best interests in mind to re-
duce stress and keep everyone safe. For example, 
if a child visitor begs to “pet the dog,” and you 
feel that would be too much for your dog to 
accept, don’t hesitate to explain that the dog is 
uncomfortable with people he/she doesn’t know 
and needs his/her space.

Ask your visitors to avoid feeding your dog any 
food from the table as it encourages begging and 
can pose a danger to your dog’s digestive sys-
tem. Many years ago when I worked in a private 
practice veterinary hospital, the greatest number 

of pancreatitis cases came in during the holidays, thanks to dogs 
eating rich foods intended for people. It’s best to keep platters of ap-
petizers out of reach, even though you think the “leave-it” obedience 
command is solid. After your guests leave, some plain cooked meat or 
unseasoned/unbuttered sweet potato in the food bowl would be safe in 
very small quantities. Alcohol can be fatal to dogs, so partially finished 
glasses of wine, beer, or mixed drinks should not be left within your 
dog’s reach. A relatively small amount can still pose a grave danger.

Although it’s hard to believe, not all people like to be near dogs! If 
you’re expecting a guest with allergies, it’s best to vacuum thoroughly, 
clean the upholstery, and wash your dog and his/her bedding and 
plush toys. If you’re expecting a fearful guest, the best option is to 
restrict your dog’s access to certain parts of the house. For example, if 
you use gates, your dog can interact with people in some areas but not 
others. 

Finally, be careful when using decorations! Ornaments, mistletoe, and 
other objects that normally are not in the house can cause a curious 
dog to eat something that is poisonous or could become an intestinal 
obstruction. If your dog tends to be curious, then keep decorations out 
of reach and provide an ample supply of interactive toys that will keep 
him/her out of mischief.

Happy and safe holidays to all!
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MAESSR’s Home for the Holidays Program

Dogs over nine years old are considered Senior dogs, 
although a great number of them still have more energy 
than their owners. It all depends on the dog. Some may 

have slowed down, even gotten a little gray in their beautiful 
coats, or have some minor health issues that require daily medi-
cation. However, our Seniors still have a lot of love and kisses to 
give a loving family. The big benefit to adopting a “senior” dog 
is that they’re already trained, have good house manners, and 
they already have life experience.

Special Needs dogs may require a special home, such as few or 
no stairs, no children, or perhaps no other pets. Some of these 
dogs may be shy or perhaps unsocialized. However, they have 
grown enough to move on to a dog-savvy and experienced 
forever home with owners willing to help them continue to 
develop. A Special Needs dog also could be a dog with a medical 
issue that needs to be controlled on a daily basis, but does not 
prevent the dog from living a normal active life.

Each year MAESSR waives 
adoption fees for Senior and 
Special Needs dogs through 
its Home for the Holidays 
program, hoping to give these 
babies the precious gift of 
families of their very own. This 
year’s Home for the Holidays 
season has begun and runs 
through December 31, 2018. 
Please visit the MAESSR web 
site and take a few minutes to 
read through the stories of our 
Senior and Special Needs dogs. 
Some are available for adop-
tion now, some will become 
available, and new ones will 
enter the program over the 
coming months. If one of these 
sweet dogs touches your heart, 
kindly ask to bring it Home for 
the Holidays!

The capacity for 
love that makes 
dogs such reward-
ing companions 
has a flip-side: 
They find it dif-
ficult to cope 
without us. Since 
we humans pro-
grammed this 
vulnerability, it’s 
our responsibility 
to ensure that our 
dogs do not suffer 
as a result.
John Bradshaw
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BARNEY SMITH AND BOBBY D’AZEVEDO  
HAVING FUN ON THE GOLF COURSE!

Who’re Those Volunteers?  
Jennifer and Glen Whitehouse!

LINDA MERCER

MAESSR volunteers Jennifer and Glen Whitehouse are a bi-
country couple. Jen is a native of New Jersey and Glen is 
from England by way of Boston. Growing up, Jen’s dog was 

a typical mutt and Glen’s a Jack Russell. She is a history teacher 
and he’s an aeronautical engineer. Both currently wrangle their 
five-year-old twin boys, Ayrton and Britton, and two Springers, 
Caden and Pippin. When the Whitehouses decided to adopt a dog, 
they knew that they wanted a medium-sized, working-type dog. 
Back in England, Glen’s great-aunt and uncle had been respon-
sible for taking care of the Duke and Duchess of Northumberland’s 
Springers so he was already acquainted with the great personalities 
of our furbabies. They got Caden in 2008, before they were mar-
ried, and he became a great hiking and road companion. In fact, on 
one of those hikes, Caden even helped Glen propose to Jen. Glen 
added one item, an engagement ring, to a bag of dog treats he hid 
behind a tree. Then he let Caden go search for them and asked Jen 
to find out what had the dog so interested. When Jen went to see 
what Caden had gotten into, her first thought was that he’d found 
someone’s discards. It’s a good thing she didn’t toss the bag into 
the trash before Glen convinced her to look inside!

Jennifer is one of the many volunteers who work in the social 
media portion of the MAESSR website. She answers questions about 
MAESSR and the usual ones that people have, especially if it’s their 
first time to adopt. She and Caden have volunteered as ambassadors 
at many MAESSR events such as the NJ-PA Springerfest. Jen and 
Glen adopted 12-week-old Pippin while they were at one of the 
Cranberry Festivals. It was so cold that day Jen had to buy a warm 
sweater for little Pippin. 

Unfortunately, Caden currently has a sore leg keeping him crate- 
bound and sidelined from hiking and festivals. But this senior 
Springer has earned his rest after successfully undergoing surgery 
and chemotherapy. Pippin may or may not eventually pick up the 
banner for big brother because she gets carsick shortly after the 
beginning of a trip. Since she is already four years old, her parents 
are not certain that she’ll outgrow it any time soon.

Although Jen thinks that the demands of her teaching schedule 
and the twins’ changing needs may force her to cut back on her 
volunteer hours, the Whitehouse family will continue to help 
MAESSR whenever they can. They will always be great ambassadors 
and it looks like they could bring us two additional volunteers in 
just a few years.

MAESSR'S SOCIAL 
MEDIA

A GUIDE TO OUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY WITH LINKS FOR YOU 
TO VIEW/FOLLOW/REPOST 

TWITTER
Building connections through Twitter gives 

access to a relevant audience.  These 
connections can lead to loyal followers or 

customers for your business or 
organization.

 

FACEBOOK
It’s a great opportunity for a company to 

make online sales, get a following around 
the brand, create a platform where 

customers can discuss the products.
 
 

INSTAGRAM

Instagram’s highly curated and personal 
environment, the content is seen as 

trustworthy, authentic and relevant, and
 subsequently, more likely to inspire action.

 
 

PINTEREST
Pinterest is an online tool for collecting 
and organizing images.It has become

 important for some, particularly 
designers, or those looking for a specific 

type of product or service.
 

Maessrs Marketing - helping you to help our 
dogs

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/388013324118566942/

https://www.instagram.com/maessr_dogs/

https://www.facebook.com/pg/maessr.org/about/

https://twitter.com/MAESSR

IF YOU WOULD LIKE AN ADVERT 
CREATED FOR YOU TO POST ON 

ANY OF THESE SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORMS, OR YOUR OWN 

ACCOUNTS, PLEASE EMAIL ME @ 
the_taskers@outlook.com

MAESSR’s 2018 Golf Tournament
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in Chemistry. While employed  
with Bristol-Myers Squibb, 
she attended law school in 
the evenings, and currently 
handles global litigation mat-
ters for Merck. She and her 
family reside near the shore in 
New Jersey, where they enjoy 
boating and sailing. (Yes, the 
pups wear their life vests!) She 
also volunteers walking dogs at 
the Monmouth County SPCA.

Karen encourages anyone who 
is considering fostering to just 
“Do it! Helping a dog in need 
and watching them blossom 
into the dog they deserve to 
be—enjoying the wind in their 
ears on a car ride, relaxing 
on the comfy sofa, chewing 
a bone. There is no better 
delight in the world!” She has 
fond memories of Jake with 
the heart and soul, Hunter the 
toy hider, and Brody, the most 
dignified handsome boy, all of 
whom she fostered. She is glad 

that she opened her heart and home and provided them with a 
safe environment to thrive while awaiting their furever home. 
Karen Stoffan has it right when she says, “Life can get busy, 
stressful, and hectic, but to know you make a difference in one 
dog’s life is like a renewal, a reprieve, and a reward. Dogs always 
seem to wake up happy, which is a reminder of how we should 
endeavor to live our lives.”

Karen Stoffan, a Connect-
icut native, was reared 
in a home with furry 

siblings that included cats and 
dogs. When she moved to New 
Jersey to begin her career and 
settle in her first home, she 
believed that it was time to 
adopt a pet. Karen, like her 
parents, wanted to open her 
home to a rescue, but had no 
idea what she wanted aside 
from a loyal family dog. That’s 
when MAESSER and Debbie 
Lipscey entered the picture 
and guided her through the 
process. In 2011 she began 
fostering and adopted a four-
year-old male Springer named 
Sidney. As Karen and Sidney 
began navigating life together, 
they forged a strong bond that 
allowed them to work through 
life’s challenges. That bond 
included exercise, repetitious 
training, and melatonin. Two 
years ago, Karen and her fam-
ily, with the help of MAESSER and Debbie, added to their family 
by adopting a Cocker Spaniel named Peggy, who was overweight 
with unkempt fur. Thanks to the dedicated work of Debbie and 
three other volunteers, Peggy received all of the TLC she needed 
to overcome her obstacles. Karen characterizes Peggy as a good 
communicator, funny, and smart, while she notes that Sidney 
has “an uncanny ability to not only sense human emotions, but 
to try to assuage them.”

According to Karen, “What 
makes MAESSER stand apart 
is the level of organization 
within the organization, the 
passion and expertise that 
each volunteer enthusiastically 
offers up. From the Springer 
Tails newsletter, to fundrais-
ing, to helping new families 
with their beloved adoptees, I 
am impressed with what this 
group can do!” In addition to 
Karen’s role as a Board Mem-
ber, she continues to foster, 
attend fundraising events, 
transport, and attend an-
nual picnics. Karen attended 
school in North Carolina, and 
earned a Master’s of Science 

Who’s That Board Member? Karen Stoffan
JAIME THOMPSON

KAREN AND SIDNEY

PEGGY PEGGY AND SIDNEY
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Lions, tigers, and bears are 
just as different as the 
canines known as Service 

Dogs, Emotional Support Dogs, 
and Therapy Dogs. Service dogs 
are specially trained to assist 
people with disabilities, such 
as helping those with sight or 
hearing problems. They also 
recognize people experienc-
ing medical conditions such as 
seizures and they are capable of 
pulling people in wheelchairs 
or opening doors. Service Dogs 
respond to an individual’s needs 
and they have access to all 
public buildings. Most, but not 
all of them, wear a special har-
ness and carry identification. All 
Service Dogs are housebroken. 
Please do not pet a Service Dog 
that is working. Also, having a 
disability and a dog does NOT 
automatically classify your dog 
as a Service Dog. They have 
special qualifications and must 
meet certain standards.

Emotional Support Dogs are 
intended to have a calming 
effect on the people they assist and they provide companionship. 
Although they can fly with their human companion and live in a 
house that does not allow dogs, a doctor’s letter may be needed. 
There are no special training requirements for Emotional Support 
Dogs, but they should be laid back and have a calming effect on 
their owner. Emotional Support Dogs do NOT have access to public 
areas in which no dogs are allowed and they are not granted auto-
matic access to businesses that do not allow dogs.

Therapy Dogs are trained to share love and comfort. They can lower 
blood pressure, reduce anxiety, reduce heart rate, and increase 
endorphins. Therapy Dogs, though calm and affectionate in nature, 
should not be confused with Service Dogs or Emotional Support 
Dogs. Stella and Bogey have received their Canine Good Citizen 
certification, have been trained as Therapy Dogs, and are regis-
tered through Therapy Dogs International. Bogey, Stella, and I 
are a proud Therapy Dog team and we are registered, trained, and 
insured. We currently volunteer in three schools and work with 
special needs children with autism and Downs Syndrome. One of 
the programs through Therapy Dogs International is the Waggin 
Tails Reading Program in which the children read to the dogs while 
petting them and giving them love. We also visit an alternative 
school for children at risk. Most of these kids are at risk of going to 
juvenile detention or being expelled from school. We have visited 
hospitals, hospice centers, dementia units, VA nursing homes, rehab 

Service, Emotional Support, and Therapy Dogs:
Who They Are and What They Do

M.L. WOLFE

centers and schools. Therapy dogs are not allowed in businesses 
that prohibit dogs. 

It is upsetting that some people buy Service Dog vests online and 
use them to take their dogs into places they are not supposed to 
go. When we visit a facility, we proudly wear our identification tags 
and photo IDs. Being a Therapy Dog team has brought us much 
joy. On one occasion when we were visiting a dementia unit, a 
nurse helped a patient, who was slumped in a wheelchair, to pet 
Bogey. The woman, who hadn’t spoken a word in five years, raised 
her head and said, “Love dog.” On our first day at the alternative 
school, a troubled young man threw a desk across the room and was 
removed from class. Stella, however, was determined to be with the 
young man, and he sat on a couch with Stella in between us. With 
tears running down his face, he petted Stella and told her that he 
sometimes did things that he didn’t mean to do. He told her that 
his dad was in prison, his mom was on drugs, and his grandmother 
couldn’t afford his medication. As Stella licked his tears and pawed 
him to keep petting her, he talked with her for more than 30 min-
utes. He finally looked at the teacher and said he was ready to go 
to the office for his punishment. When my own father was dying, 
the one thing he looked forward to was me bringing the dogs for a 
visit. Dad’s favorite was Bogey, our MAESSR rescue. The love Stella 
and Bogey have shared with so many is a truly amazing gift and 
I am sincerely grateful to MAESSR for Bogey. Being a Therapy Dog 
team is truly a wonderful experience and this is our seventh year.

BOGEY, AKA THE BIG BROWN BOY, AND HIS SISTER, STELLA, ARE ACCOMPLISHED  
THERAPY DOGS. BOGEY WAS A PUPPY THAT MAESSR RESCUED FROM A BREEDER.
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In December 2016 an 
all-breed rescue found 
Teddy as a stray in a North 

Carolina shelter and asked if 
MAESSR could help. This sweet 
boy, who was determined to be 
only two years old, had an an-
terior lens luxation in his left 
eye, which had led to second-
ary glaucoma and blindness. 
Nonetheless, it was Teddy’s 
lucky day because a MAESSR 
angel drove for hours to 
transport him from the shelter 
to his foster home. There, on 
December 21, 2016, he started 
his wonderful new life as a 
MAESSR dog. Teddy received 
the treatment he needed, which necessitated the removal of 
his left eye, but he came through the surgery like a trooper. 
This sweet Springer boy was nicknamed “Teddy Bear” because 
he reminded his foster mom of a big teddy bear and came into 
MAESSR so close to the holidays. 

Within five weeks’ time, Teddy took another long drive, but this 
time, he went to Nancy Hale’s home in New Jersey, his forever 
home! Nancy had just lost her precious Maisie, and Teddy, a Vel-
cro Springer who cuddled right up to her, was very comforting. 
Teddy has been a busy boy since joining Nancy’s family! He’s had 
two sessions of obedience training, took his Canine Good Citizen 
test, and has had one session of agility training. He loves agility 
and is a whiz at it! Nancy said she is planning to put up some 
agility equipment in her yard to keep Teddy busy and stimulat-
ed. His first time at obedience training didn’t go quite as well, 
however, as he was very hyper and easily distracted. Although 
Teddy’s been through training, he’s still very reactive when 

Then and Now: Terrific Teddy
LINDA SHOPE

walking and pulls, and, by the 
way, he chews leashes, too.

Teddy’s numerous antics keep 
Nancy laughing. He loves 
the water, whether it’s swim-
ming or just going through 
puddles, and he even searches 
for water to play in! When 
he’s out for walks, he loves to 
sniff everything along the way, 
which takes Nancy and him 
along some interesting routes. 
He loves to play with stuffed 
toys and squeaky rubber ones, 
especially after he’s de-stuffed 
and de-squeaked them. He 
de-squeaks rubber balls and 

carries them around, proudly as if to say, “They are dead now 
and safe, Mama. See how I protected you?” At night when Teddy 
settles down, he snores away contentedly, dreaming about the 
happy days he has had with Nancy.

Teddy is now a very striking black and white one-eyed pirate, 
with white whiskers on the shiny black part of his face, black 
whiskers on the white part of his face, and a glossy black coat. 
Nancy said if she had to describe Teddy with just one word, it 
would be “exuberant.” He loves his walks and new adventures, 
which include meeting people and other dogs, looking for water 
to play in, and enjoying extra scents in the fall air. Nancy said 
when she told Teddy he was going to be featured in the MAESSR 
newsletter, he was incredibly flattered. In fact, it was a boost 
to his ego, which had been a little bit fragile since the recent 
adoption of MAESSR sister, Lola, into their family. Teddy, you 
needn’t worry, for you have hit the jackpot! Congratulations 
Nancy, Teddy, and Lola, a fine MAESSR family!
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Thank you for donating!
“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show 

to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet

MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR 
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.

General Donations

JULY
Karen and Gary Bridge
Arthur and Denise Gerber
Donna Wojciechowski
T.J. Davis
Billie Gibson and David Warnock
Karina Belchter
Russ Lochte
Isabelle and Barry Chewning

AUGUST
Matthew Aungst
Robert and Maureen Berry
Gillian Woods
Nancy Lewis
Tim and Martha Seitz
Chip Fichter

Susan Tiernan

SEPTEMBER
Marcia and Elliott Davis
Andrea and Larry Austin
Jennifer Ansbach
Judith Reece
Judith and John Wilock
Thomas Horan
Lisa Dai Vender
Lisa Lettau
Patricia Bure
Garrett and Clair Sleeman
Kristin Negaard and Kael Murphy

Donations in Memory of
In memory of Stacey Rogers:  
Dawn Barclay Ark Mortgage 
Christine Joyce 

Edward and Lorraine Smolar 
Elaine Rogers 
Jason and Dawn Rogers

Steve Chafin in memory of David
Brian and Barbara Donovan in 
memory of Mary Kay Cloney

In memory of Patty Snow:  
Cathy Gallagher 
The Snow Family

Sharon Holmes in memory of 
Rusty (Class of 2007)

In memory of Faith:  
Mary Lou Lelii-Bryant 
Freeda and Ed Miers

Kimberly and Stephen Mangan in 
memory of Elizabeth Belles

Jean Miller in memory of Peyton
Karen Stoffan in memory of 
George L. Stoffan

In memory of Oreo:  
Janeen Richards 
Cyanne and Bud Handly

In memory of Jake:  
Don and Elaine Sloan 
David and Paul Cohen

Megan Stevenson in memory of 
Zoey

In memory of Anne Sterling: 
Liz Watson 
Laurie Sterling

In memory of Murphy: 
Casey Watts 
Denise and Eric Watts

Donations in Honor of
Barbara Breeden in honor of 
Archie

George and Telle Dixon in honor 
of Brady

Q. Can eating a toad kill your dog? 

A. YES

Q. Why does my dog bark louder when I yell “shut up.”

A. He thinks you are joining in the fun. Try to distract him by 
giving him something else to do, like his favorite tricks.

Q. What can your pooch learn by sniffing a fire hydrant?

A. He can determine age, sex,health,and even the emotional 
state of the last pooch to pass by.

Q. Is it ok to let my dog stick his head out of the car window 
while I a m driving?

A. Only if the car is standing still! Your dog could easily get 
something in his eye. Debris could kick up and strike his 
face. It is best to keep him fully inside your moving car.

Q. What is the best way to prevent plaque buildup?

A. Only one method is uniformly recommended: brushing. 
Daily is ideal; every other day is acceptable.

Reference: Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine, Your 
Dog: The Newsletter for Caring Dog Owners

Some Q and A New Volunteers
LINDA JOHNSTON

Our MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we 
service all along the Mid-Atlantic Region, including New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Colum-

bia, Virginia, Delaware, and West Virginia. We also have volun-
teers in South Carolina, North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota, 
Alabama, Tennessee, and New York, who, despite their remote 
locations, are able to assist our organization in accomplishing 
its mission.

If you are interested in learning more about volunteer op-
portunities, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Linda 
Johnston, at springerlove@comcast.net, or simply complete 
the online volunteer application on our website.

Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who 
recently joined MAESSR.

Jean and Stephen Bard • Cherry Hill, N.J. | Donna Curley 
• Everett, Ma. | Jennifer Garner • Asheboro, N.C. | Kristy 
Kelderman • Wake Forest, N.C. | Cassie Landolina • Glenshaw, 
Pa. | Carol and Michael Peterson • Tobyhanna, Pa. | Deborah 
Wentworth • Phoenixville, Pa.

Every dog deserves a home, but not  
every home deserves a dog.
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So God made a dog.
And on the ninth day, God looked down on His wide-eyed 
children and said, “They need a companion.”

So God made a dog.

God said, “I need somebody willing to wake up, give kisses, 
pee on a tree, sleep all day, wake up again, give more kisses, 
then stay up until midnight basking in the glow of a televi-
sion set.”

So God made a dog.

God said, “I need someone willing to sit, then stay, then roll 
over, then with no ego or complaint, dress in hats they don’t 
need and costumes they don’t understand. I need somebody 
who can break wind without a first care or a second thought, 
who can chase tails, sniff crotches, fetch sticks, and lift spir-
its with a lick. Somebody who no matter what you didn’t do 
or couldn’t take or didn’t win or couldn’t make, will love you 
without judgment just the same.”

So God made a dog.

God said, “I need somebody strong enough to pull sleds and 
find bombs, yet gentle enough to love babies and lead the 
blind. Somebody who will spend all day on a couch with a 
resting head and supportive eyes to lift the spirits of a broken 
heart.”

So God made a dog.

It had to be somebody who’d remain patient and loyal, even 
through loneliness. Somebody to care, cuddle, and nuzzle 
and cheer and charm and snore and slobber and eat the trash 
and chase the squirrels. Somebody who would bring a fam-
ily together with a selflessness of an open heart. Somebody 
who would bark and then pant and then reply with rapid wag 
of tail when their best friend says, “Let’s go for a ride in the 
car.”

So God made a dog.


